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Abstract
Pronunciation of English language is a very important sub-skill of speaking module in second language learning process. However, it is ignored, neglected, and even never gotten least attention by the teachers, administrators, and stakeholders especially in Pakistan. Grammar, vocabulary, and the other linguistic skills such as reading and writing are emphasized whereas pronunciation has never been focused in language classes. That is why, Pakistani learners have to face a lot of pronunciation problems and they are unable to speak English even after years of learning English. Computer technology provides its learners with a wide variety of different pedagogical tools for pronunciation learning and teaching. Computer augmented instructions have always been proved beneficial. Teachers and learners can use computer technology for the production and articulation of the sounds and they can be familiar with stress and intonation pattern resulting in the reduction of the pronunciation barriers. This article discusses the status of pronunciation and prevailed approach of pronunciation teaching in Pakistan. So, the purpose of this study is to highlight the importance of computer aided instructions for pronunciation teaching at the school level in Pakistan.
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1. Introduction
English language is considered as an international currency of science and technology along with main lingua franca of trade and business. As pronunciation is a fundamental skill of spoken aspect and plays a vital role in successful communication; it affects someone’s level of confidence and self-esteem to a greater extent. However, it is treated as the most neglected area of language learning (Derwing, 2010; Egwuogu, 2012; Shahazada, 2012). “Communicative efficiency can be guaranteed by correct pronunciation” (Pourhosein Gilakjani, 2016, p. 3). Zhang and Yin (2009) shed light that learners sometimes develop habitual systematic pronunciation mistakes and they create their own version of pronunciation. Pronunciation errors are generated by the non-native learners systematically rather abruptly or accidently. That is why; they mispronounce the words and generate confusion and misunderstanding by the listener.

However, to get mastery over pronunciation is considered a difficult job because of its complicated non-phonemic and stress-timed feature (Harmer, 2001). Furthermore, wrong pronunciation is more problematic rather than poor vocabulary and grammar skill (Eskenazi, 1999; Patil, 2008). Pronunciation problems can lead towards failures in spoken communication (Arslan, 2013). Fraser (2001) highlights that “excellent grammar can be completely masked by poor pronunciation” (p. 5). Majority of English language teachers focuses on grammar and vocabulary and emphasize on functional items and they make little effort to teach pronunciation. They are nervous about the sounds and intonation and assert that even without teaching formal pronunciation syllabus, students would be able to acquire functional pronunciation of their studies (Harmer, 1998).

Unfortunately, in Pakistan, pronunciation teaching and learning have never been the part of the second language learning classrooms. Pronunciation has always been neglected and no attempt is performed to realize the importance of this very basic and significant skill of English language. So, all the features of pronunciation such as segmental and...
suprasegmental are not given appropriate attention by the teachers. Learners as well as teachers do not know the basic features of pronunciation such as vowels, monophthongs, diphthongs, short, long vowels, voiced, unvoiced consonants, stress, rhythm, and intonation.

Moreover, 21st century is the era of learner-centered or more probably the learning centered approaches to cope with the modern demands and diversity of ESL perspective. Now researchers and teachers of second language learning are trying to investigate new trends and pedagogies of pronunciation teaching such as computer-assisted language learning (CALL) or computer-assisted pronunciation teaching (CAPT). These newly developed techniques are getting popularity among second language learners.

Chapelle (2001) argued that in 1980s people used to ask the question whether or not computer should be used for language teaching. Whereas, in 1990s, this question was replaced by “How can the computer best be used in second language teaching?” While 21st century necessitated this bond of technology and language learning as a reality of life in applied linguistics especially in second language learning. “Teachers need to learn to use computer technology for constructing and implementing materials for teaching and assessing English and they have to engage in innovative teaching and assessments through the use of technology (p. 31)”. However, “the most important developments may not be those that occur in the technological realm, but rather those that take place in our own conceptions of teaching and learning” (Warschaueur, 2004, p. 3-5).

In Pakistan, the usage of computers in education has been increasing day by day; nevertheless, their usage is limited to academic purposes and the idea of employing computer for pronunciation teaching is quite a new trend. The use of computer in Pakistan is limited to writing papers, sending and receiving e-mail, and for World Wide Web browsing (Irshad & Ghan, 2011). Hawkes (2009) suggested that apart from the PowerPoint, advert, video clips, websites, music videos and songs could be used in lessons. He also points out that we must keep in mind the interest and level of the learners, some other techniques could also be employed such as some short clips of movies on the video-sharing website and YouTube to get opinions of the learners.

Currently, Pakistani Government is also trying to facilitate the learners with modern digital devices. As bright students are awarded laptops as well as computers have been assigned to all Government High schools particularly in Punjab (province of Pakistan). In Khaber Pakhtoonkhaw (another province of Pakistan) young learners are given tablets for educational purposes. This availability of computers, laptops, tablets, computer lab along with necessary equipment is indicating that government is showing special interest to make educational institutions fit for globalized and digitized world to cope with the demand of 21st century. Ashraf (2016) expresses that students should have laptop facility along with internet in Wi-Fi zones at university level and this accessibility of the grant would discover new potentials for teaching and learning. The purpose of this study is to discuss the different CALL/CAPT programs and to realize the availability of CALL laden instructions for teaching of English pronunciation at the school level in Pakistan.

2. Review of the Literature

2.1 Teaching of Pronunciation in Pakistani Traditional Classroom

Pronunciation teaching is not the part of English language classroom in Pakistan. Other components such as reading, writing, grammar, and vocabulary are taught with good attempt in classroom teaching, while pronunciation is almost not touched upon and very few Pakistani have English pronunciation at understandable level (Shahzada, 2012). On the one hand, the productive skills like listening, speaking, and pronunciation are mentioned in National Curriculum for English language. On the other hand, there is a lack of authentic materials in textbooks regarding pronunciation as no effort is done practically and these skills are never taught by the teachers at the school level (Majoka, Khan, & Khan, 2016).

2.2 Factors behind Negligence of Pronunciation

In Pakistan, inadequate and outdated language teaching methods and techniques are employed for language teaching. There is no room for practicing of oral skill or learning pronunciation and there is no availability of A.V. aids (Kanwal & Khurshid, 2012). Additionally, there is also a lack of sufficient organized materials and textbooks regarding pronunciation teaching. Grammar Translation Method (GTM) is considered the only available option to teach English language and teachers are unknown to Communicative Teaching Methods (CTM) as well (Hashmi, 2012; Taveeno,
2011). However, the importance of GTM can’t be denied in language teaching because it is very simple and economical in both time and monetary terms, feasible and approachable in Pakistani context along with providing the learner a conceptual depth via mother tongue of the learner. Furthermore, it has been serving the nations throughout the history. That is why it does not realistic to blame solely GTM for language problems. Nevertheless, this method has no concern to improve pronunciation skill of the learners (Aqel, 2013).

Moreover, some other factors are involved behind this negligence such as lack of time and less experienced teachers; teachers emphasize on grammar and vocabulary without paying attention on pronunciation. In addition, teachers never do proper preparation to teach pronunciation or receive any additional training in this field. They do not have appropriate knowledge of micro-level and macro-level pronunciation features and taught the learners in this way as they could just pass the written exam. Patil (2008) points out that too much emphasis is given on (1) rote learning of trivial and irrelevant data, (2) literary competence at the neglect of communicative competence, and (3) accuracy at the expense of fluency and appropriateness (p. 229). He also indicates that our language learning system does not make learning enjoyable rather it frustrates the learners.

Although, Pakistani teachers are competent enough regarding their subject matter in their respective fields; however, with regards to pronunciation skill, they lack special training, appropriate pedagogical awareness, and different learning styles. They are unaware of learners’ wants, needs, and demands and drive all the learners with one stick. Old and obsolete teaching methodologies are still used by Pakistani teachers and the purpose is to pass the exam rather than to get competence in all over language including communicative skill (Nawab, 2012). So, the Grammar Translation Method (GTM) is considered the only guarantee to teach English language and make the students to be able to pass the subject instead of getting competence in oral skill of English pronunciation. Teachers should develop their awareness of different sound structures, perception of pronunciation variations, which are faced by ESL learners (Line, 2014).

Dhawing (2010) expresses that pronunciation skill would be better if it is assessed in exams. Micro-level pronunciation teaching such as vowels, consonants, and consonant clusters help learners to generate the sounds correctly (Harmer, 2001; Morley, 1991). The current study is an attempt to highlight the significant role of technology and it will motivate the teachers to pay particular attention to utilize computer for pronunciation teaching to get over segmental and suprasegmental features of pronunciation. It is hoped that by utilizing computer, teachers as well as learners can improve their own fossilized version of pronunciation through consulting native models. They could acquire understanding of suprasegmental features such as stress, rhythm and intonation, variations, dialect diversity, and challenges in learning standardized English articulation (Lin, 2014).

3. Pronunciation Teaching through Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL)

Despite CAPT development programs, many countries still do not use such technologies for teaching pronunciation in their curriculum and Pakistan is one of those areas where the notion of pronunciation teaching through computer device is in infancy. However, to cope with the 21st century demand, there is a dire need to do researches on such issues to solve the communicative problems as much as possible. Morley (1991) suggests that the last quarter of the 20th century was proved very beneficial for pronunciation regarding changing instructional technology and one can find abundant varieties of computer applications in classroom and learning center laboratories. Computer can provide a relaxed and enjoyable environment to its learners. Warschauer and Healey (1998) describe that many pronunciation programs have voice recording and playback to compare the learners’ own recordings with native and experts models. Digitized pronunciation software permits learners to employ boundless opportunities in naturalistic setting along with prompt, mechanical, and individual feedback (ibid).

Hua (2006) denotes that unexhausted and non-judgmental nature of the computer permits students to use limitless opportunities of selecting materials and getting additional assistance by the system. Computer-Assisted Pronunciation Teaching (CAPT) software does allow students to do work with autonomy and freedom and they can use the functions repeatedly and frequently. Apart from this, teacher can also use CAPT software in teaching pronunciation classes as it provides drilling and practice which are considered boring and time consuming by the teachers. Through using computer, learners can observe the mouth description, the position of the tongue, and they can get auditory and visual feedback and make correction by themselves without teacher’s scolding and exertion. “Electronic Visual feedback
enables learners to improve their pronunciation of both segmental and suprasegmentals by showing the exact sound features of their production that need to be changed” (Lambacher, 1999).

Levis postulates that “computers can provide individualized instruction, frequent practice through listening discrimination and focused repetition exercises, and automatic visual support that demonstrate the learners how closely their own pronunciation approximates model utterances” (Levis, 2007, p. 184). Computer provides a wide variety of exposure to the learners get mastery over pronunciation by drilling, with native like models. Learners can utilize computer in a purposeful way without any hesitation and without being exhausted.

3.1 Multimedia Input/Visual Aided Devices (A Dual Processors Approach)

Computer provides ample varieties of delivery mode for language learning instructions and for pronunciation teaching. Multimedia is one form of delivery of materials thorough the usage of both words and pictures, i.e., illustrations, photos, graphs, maps, diagrams, and dynamic graphics as animation or video (Ehsani & Knodt, 1998; Mayer, 2014). Knowles (2004) mentions that a neuropsychologist Donald Hebb (1949), gave the notion that “neurons that fire together wire together” supports this CALL idea in which brain synthesizes auditory, phonological, and visual system in one motion. He also believes that the process of language learning without employing media-rich courseware becomes panic, time consuming, and make learners disappointed. He continued that similarly in multimedia study, several parts of the brain work simultaneously. When learners listen, look at the visual display, and process the information they then record the information. This process awakens many parts of the brain and supplies long-term learning.

Knowles (2008) interprets that by using multimedia, well-designed (language class) activities trigger and coordinate the appropriate processors. These processors interact and become active while indulging with working memory and long-term memory and join different chunks together along with clarifying language and sensory input. He also opines that “long-term memory, visual information, and conceptual processors work together to help decode and fill-in comprehension gaps” (p. 4).

Consequently, when learners are taught pronunciation by using devices such as showing videos, using computer, multimedia techniques, and the usage of laptops in language classrooms, they are involved in using their triple senses, i.e., eyes, ears, and minds while listening to pronunciation models of native people; consequently, their performance will have better outcomes as compared to simple traditional classrooms taught by the teachers.
3.2 Empirical Researches on CALL/CAPT Software

Several studies have been conducted in CALL/CAPT context with improved results. The findings of the studies indicated that CALL-laden approaches proved beneficial for language and pronunciation teaching and these sorts of activities enhanced students’ skill and performance to a greater degree. Interactive technology can enable students to organize information so that it can be connected to their prior knowledge or existing schemata (Sosa, Berger, & Mary, 2011). Lambacher (1999) used pronunciation software to forty primary school Japanese learners. Participants improved their perception and production of consonant sounds and they performed repeatedly at their own with prompt feedback.

Similarly, AbuSeileek (2007) conducted his study to evaluate the effectiveness of computer-assisted pronunciation instruction to enhance the ability of suprasegmental features of stress. The researcher selected 50 EFL learners. He used the software of Mouton Interactive Introduction to Phonetics (segmental features) and Phonology (suprasegmental features). Learners showed significant improvement in learning suprasegmental features of stress. Kim (2012) analyzed the usefulness of the ‘Technology Enhanced Accent Modification (TEAM) program to improve students’ pronunciation skill. In this case study, the participants were two Korean graduate (male) students and the major focus was on improving suprasegmental features of pronunciation. The findings showed that visual feedback enhanced native pronunciation regarding prosody features such as fluency and quality. However, less improvement was noticed regarding their segmental features.

Lee (2008) has used MYET program at Chimin Institute of Technology in Mio Li County, Taiwan to improve the pronunciation of 153 Taiwanese College and University students. They were studying English as a foreign language as part of their course work. Lee found beneficial effects of using pronunciation software on improving the pronunciation of English language learners. Another study was performed by Hardison (2004) through using computer-assisted training for suprasegmental aspects and segmental accuracy as well as finding out the relationship between suprasegmental features and lexical information in long-term memory. A real-time computerized pitch display was used for prosody training. Results of the study indicated that the learners got significant awareness regarding different facets of speech and they produced the second language sounds more confidently. Gorjan, Hayati, and Pourkhoni (2013) performed a study to evaluate the effects of computer software (Praat) for suprasegmentals of English language. Findings showed that the participants who were taught through computer technology outperformed as compared to the control group in their study.

Levis (2007) suggests that PRAAT and WASP or some other expensive materials as Computerized Speech Lab (CSL) must be employed in training courses of pronunciation. Hardison (2004) adds that Computer-Assisted Pronunciation Teaching (CAPT) has definitely positive impact over the traditional classroom instruction. Firstly, CAPT never exhausts like teacher. Secondly, there is much consistency in CAPT program and it is always the same in presenting its stimulus materials and the feedback as teachers most of the time are not having this capability. Thirdly, in CAPT there is a large variety of numbers of voices used in models and the opportunities for visual feedback. Finally, in CAPT, there is a greater chance to fulfill the variety of individual needs more than any other teacher can do. Moreover, there is an approach of learner autonomy that can be utilized while working on computer according to their demands and needs with full liberty and freedom.

Recently, in this modern digitized educational scenario, CALL provides electronic dictionaries for second language learners. Dwaik (2015) used online digital dictionary device on 148 Arts and Sciences students at two local universities in Palestine. Three types of dictionaries called print, electronic, and online ones were used eight weeks and learners were trained to use digital dictionaries on daily basis to complete their assignment. Students showed noticeably improvement in their overall language proficiency. Some authentic and well-known online dictionaries are Cambridge Dictionaries Online, Word Reference, Collins English Dictionary, and Marriam-Webster’s Learners’ Dictionary. Apart from this, Cambridge Advanced Learners’ Dictionary is also available and could be installed in a personal computer (Santamaria, 2013).

Eskenazi (1999) postulates that CALL program fulfills five main conditions for the effective learning: (1) learners hear large quantities of speech, (2) learners produce large quantities of speech, (3) learners receive effective feedback, (4) learners feel at ease, and (5) learners receive ongoing assessment (p. 448). He also opines that the major aspect of CALL program is that it must provide related and applicable feedback by providing learners visual comparison of
his/her own utterance with the native models. Therefore, CALL/CAPT programs could be manipulated for the solution of pronunciation related issues in language learning classroom. Furthermore, CAPT program grants an interactional approach in a variety of modes such as small group, whole class, pair work, as well as interaction between learners and teacher (Pennington, 1999). Moreover, CALL offers remedial coaching for second language learners and provides comparisons between target language and learners’ native language (Ehsani & Knodt, 1998).

4. Challenges and Limitations in Employing CAPT/CALL Program

There are some complications in utilizing CAPT program. As Levis (2007) interprets three hurdles faced by CAPT program, i.e., pedagogical, technological, and some difficulties related to teacher’s preparedness. Pedagogical hurdles refer to a disparity or clash between CAPT application and the goals set by current pronunciation theory and methodology. He further states that the applications with solid and appropriate grounded theory are not very common with CAPT program. Because of this, the gradual development of pronunciation cannot be measured by inconsistent nature of those applications. Secondly, the technologically CAPT systems fail to provide the learners a perfect and reasonable feedback and mechanical diagnosis of their pronunciation errors. Lastly, a large number of teachers are not well aware of this newly developed CAPT system. They lack knowledge while using the technology and do not have sufficient training in teaching pronunciation. Levis (2007) suggested that the teachers and software manufacturers should have more intelligent users of CAPT.

There is a lot of criticism regarding using pronunciation software with limited application of pedagogical theories. Some software do not represent contextualized presentation. As Pennington (1999 as cited in Hua, 2006) points out that most pronunciation software focus on decontextualised mechanic articulation. Some other software attract the teachers and learners by their innovative presentation of software through computer; however, they do not fulfill the linguistic requirement (Chun, 1998; Derwing & Munro, 2005).

A wide range of tools and approaches now exists in CALL but it is not always clear how those tools are selected, adapted, developed, implemented, and evaluated in teaching contexts. By looking at the use of CALL in one type of pedagogical environment we can again insights into which tools are favored in practice and which approaches to learning and teaching they support (Zhang & Barber, 2008, p.470).

Chun (1998) expresses that a wide variety of CAPT software, although apparently look nice and advantageous but in fact, the graphic wave forms displayed in software do not present meaningful output for learners. So due to all of these complications and limitations, exclusive and modified software programs are required which could be utilized in language classrooms with better methodological advantages (Chapelle, 1997).

Kilickaya (2007) summarized the advantages of CALL program. He states that computer-assisted language learning or computer-assisted pronunciation teaching provide

- Learner autonomy (learners can do their practice whenever or wherever without any restricted school schedule),
- Repetitive practice,
- Immediate and detailed feedback to learners regarding their progress and mistakes,
- Flexible learning (anytime, anywhere, anything learners want),
- Non-linear learning,
- Increased motivation,
- Less frustration, and
- New types of exercises.

However, technology is not a magic stick that could resolve all language related issues. Some delimitations of CALL prescribed by Kilickaya (2007) are discussed below:

- High cost of equipment and software,
- Low capacity of the equipment,
Lack of CALL software of high quality,
Lack of trained teachers,
Computer anxiety among students and teachers, and
Not suitable for all learners (different learning styles).

Warschauer and Healey (1998) emphasized that we should develop such software that could supply an integrated teaching solution and that could (1) offer diverse, realistic, native speaker models of the language, (2) provide a language learning curriculum, (3) assess learner’s needs and wants, (4) identify the best next options for the learner along with practice with the particular skills, (5) make record of students’ performance as well as their evaluation, (6) be available at any time without any charging of extra payment or advantages (p. 59). Moreover, CALL program which gives feedback to the users in the way just “Right” or “Wrong, try again” are not very helpful in real sense. Good software not only give appropriate feedback to the learners on their performance but also provide remedies and solution towards their problems and supply some suggestions for the advanced level or some additional practice at the current level or previous level (Warschauer & Healey, 1998).

To sum up, language teachers must keep in their minds all these mentioned-above issues regarding teaching pronunciation using CALL/CAPT program and formulate such activities through which they can get familiarity with all of the phonetic sounds, basic features of pronunciation, vowel, consonant, short and long, voiced, unvoiced sound, stress, rhythm, and intonation to teach their learners in a best way. They could have a large variety of native models for drilling and practice. The most important thing is that there is a need to train the teachers regarding functioning of the CALL program, selection, adaptation, and developmental and technological limitations. If teachers use computer they could observe the native models of pronunciation. They can watch mouth descriptions, tongue, lips, and jaw position and other articulatory organs and pronunciation barriers could be lessened through the appropriate use of computer technology.

5. Recommendations

Learners are in the custody of teachers during the entire language learning process and their learning would be shaped and refined according to the teachers’ concerns, beliefs, capabilities, and attitudes. Therefore, highly motivated teachers are required to perform the CALL program. Teachers are expected to keep in their minds some very crucial points regarding pronunciation. Language teachers must maintain their own objectives at the class level, pay attention to the learners’ lacking areas (digital or non-digital), their wants, desires, individual needs, age, and levels. Some important suggestions are discussed as:

1. Both segmental and suprasegmental features must be taught to the learners.
2. An oral exam must be conducted by the teacher with scoring (just for 2-3 minutes per each student) to check their proficiency level in English pronunciation.
3. Easy access to digital dictionaries must be sustained and utilized for prompt feedback for the learners’ fossilized pronunciation at the right place and at the right time.
4. Teachers must keep up-to-date knowledge of newly developed researches and pedagogical implications.
5. Native models of pronunciation, large variety of pronunciation software, movie clips, and phonetic videos must be stalked with other assisting materials inside the classroom instead of language lab.
6. The rule of ‘less time more progress’ must be kept in the mind of the teacher which is possible just by technological normalization.

6. Conclusion

Pronunciation is a very basic skill in language learning. This skill is more significant than vocabulary and grammar. However, in Pakistan, it is always being neglected and no attention is paid to pronunciation throughout the language learning process. There are many factors behind this negligence. CALL/CAPT provides the solution for pronunciation problems. Learners can do practice, utilize CALL/CAPT program as much as they want without making exhausted their teachers repeatedly. Teachers must have full awareness of goals and objectives of language learning. Otherwise, technology alone cannot be a good option and it would be wastage of time without any result. It is true that business
prone CALL programs are having overwhelming trends; nevertheless, the focus must be shifted to curriculum-specific CALL packages, along with particular content as well as age and experience of the learners. There is also a need to normalize the technology in language classroom. Bax (2003) signifies that the ultimate goal of CALL for technology is normalization. It means that there is a need to change the concept of technology from specialty to normalization and it must be the part of everyday classroom practices. It must not be treated like a special tool and adjoining device rather it must be seen everywhere in language learning classroom like other teaching aids such as white board, board marker, table, and chairs. Although, at this time, it is a very difficult task and it will take time to get ultimate purpose of digitized pronunciation, but it is not impossible and just necessitates rethinking the pedagogical implications in second language learning perspectives. Teachers must be trained regarding availability of wide varieties of CALL/CAPT. Teachers should also have awareness of learners’ needs, their demands, current level, and feasibility of the program. Therefore, the actual purpose of language learning especially pronunciation learning will be fulfilled with better performance and good results.
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